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Students Honored
At Annual Banquet
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Pres. Wahlquist Lauds
Bazaar ’Aids Tolerance’
Pres. John T. Wahlquist, speaking at the International Bazaar
Friday afternoon, complimented
SJS foreign students for their fine
bazaar and booths and said that it
"improves more every year."
"An International Bazaar helps
iocals to get acquainted with other
WES and religions," said Dr.
Wahlquist, "and proves that direct
contact is the best way for better
understanding between peoples,"
he added.
An International Bazaar, "is the
best thing for better understanding, relations and tolerance," hetween people said President Wahlquist. and added, "we must know
and respect each other and direct
experience results in more growth
and understanding than textbooks
can ever give."
Prof. Phillip Pet-sky, foreign students adviser was the recipient of
an Intet-Cultural-Committee faculty award for his work with foreign students.
Professor Persky said this was
a "pleasant and appreciated
’ award." Dr. Persky called the Internatamal Bazaar "the climax of
a long year of friendly understanding and co-operation between
the United States and its foreign
guests."
Pat Walsh, president of the San
Jag’ Junior Chamber of Commerce,
awarded two $50 prizes to winners
at a contest sponsored by the International Relations Committee of
the S.’ Junior Chamber of Cornmer Ce.
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Dr.. Ando Talks
On Topic: ’Zen
A Way of Life’
-Zen-A Way of Life" is the
tapir or a speech to be given tomnrmw night by Dr. Shoei Ando,
San Jose’s visiting lecturer and
tea -her from Okayama University.
Dr. Ando will speak at 8 p.m, in
the lecture room of Citizen’s Fed end Savings & Loan, 50 N. First
St. Entrance is from the parking
at on Second Street, behind the

De Ngo, a senior civil engineering major from Viet Nam was one
winner and Habib Sheikhaoleslami,
an English graduate student from
Iran, was the other recipient.

Samuel Block, member of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee ISNCC) and active in
attempts to register Negro voters
St Mississippi, will speak at 8 p.m.
Thursday in Moss Hell at the San
Mateo Congregational Church. The
ehurch is located at Tilton Ave.
and an Mateo Drive, San Mateo.
Mock will discus., the current
clat,t5 of the Negroes’ campaign
for civil rights equellty in the
Seutb. All interested persons ate
invited to attend.
Lest August Block and
whet’ field seeretaries of the SNI
hail to Jump from a second story
window when a group of white ert
nee, aimed with guns, ropes and
Nets approached
the building
ellen housed their offices.
On Feb. 23 he was arrested for
"making statements calculated to
breach the peace."
llis visit to the San Mateo area
under the joint sponsorship of
tha’ midPeninsula
l’ouneil
for
(-1%4,17,111y, the San Mateo County
\:"Ing Demrw-rats, the San Mateo
’71th Cowper, the San mat’,
,onty coundi or Democratic
’lutes and the Peninsula Chapter
the NAACP.

Art Awards

The Art Deleotinent will hold
asieirdg ,e.reeneny tomorrow at
m in A133.
A numlaor raf 4r1m141’011PS stud
’,retie! ;tweeds will he merle In ^ntslandan: art students at that time.
The eublic is invited.

Rule on Sale Today
Rule, San Jose State engineering
student publication, goes on sale
today for 25 cents a copy in the
Engineering Building lobby, in
front of the cafeteria, in the Library quad and at the Bookstore.
The May issue, planned to be
of interest to all SJS majors, will
feature the magazine’s first "playmate of the semester."

Library Sets Hours
To Open, Close
For ’Dead Week’

Other articles found between
this issue’s covers will concert,
oceanography,
building of
t hi
Golden Gate Bridge, and sever,.
humorous pieces, according to Don
Wood, editor.
With finals just around the cor"This Issue of Rule was plannedl
to be of interest to the average ner, the San Jose State Library
college studentnot simply engi- has announced the schedule for
its hours during "dead week" and
neering majors," Wood said,
finals.
Sunday. May 26, the main library will be open from 1 to 5
p.m., with the Reserve Book Room
open 1 to 10 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday, May 27-29, the main
library will be available Si a.m.
to 10 p.m. and the Reserve Book
Room 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
May 30, Memorial Day and a
school holiday, will not be one for
the library. The entire library will
be open 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., and the
Reserve Book and Social Science
rooms will be open 5 p.m. to 10
p.m.
Friday. May 31. the second day
of finals, the main library will be
available to students 8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. and the Reserve Book
Room will be open 7:30 a.m. to
10 p.m.
Saturday, June 1, the entire library will be open 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Sunday, June 2. e will
be available 1 to 5 p.m. with the
Social Science and the Reserve
Book rooms open 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
During the remaining days of
finals the main library will be
open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and the
Reserve Book Room, 7:30 a.m.
to 11 pro.

"SHE’S A QUEEN CANDIDATE," whispered
one student to anofher as they watched Peggy
Ashlock, Arab -American queen hopeful at the
International Bazaar Friday afternoon. Dancing

American club. Other candidates were Joanne
Nishi of Spartan Oriocci; Bent Carlsson, Delta
Gamma: Ann Snyder Clues-Nous and Angela
Volpe of the Spanish and Italian clubs.

Punish Violators

Secret Legislative Sessions
Still Held, Says Duncan

governments.

at tend unless otherwise provided.
Personnel meetings are exempt under this law.
Duncan reports that the legislative bodies evade the act by two
well -used loopholes: lit
they are not making any decision.
that they are having a pre-meeting
or study session, 121 attorneyclient privilege, the use of an attorney to negotiate privately the
actions of the legislative body.

By ROB METCALFE
United Prem. International
TOKYO (UPI) Japan seems to
have found a system that could
cure much of the United States’
divorce ills, says a Californian who
has researched 11 countries in the
-The John Glenn Story," a 31 - past six months for divorce laws
minute, 16mm sound and color and customs that tend to save
film, was released recently by the marriages.
National Aeronautics and Space
Jay Burchett. a 47-year-old enAdministration (NASA) for free gineering professor at Pasadena
distribution
to schools,
clubs, City College, is vice president of
churches and other organizations United States Divorce Reform
throughout the country.
Inc., a non-profit organization
The picture opens with an in- launched two years ago to tackle
troduction by President Kennedy America’s high divorce rate. u He
and goes on to depict Glenn’s said it averages about 28 out of
boyhood in New Concord, Ohio, every 100 marriages).
his distinguished record as a MaON LEAVE
rine Corps pilot in World War II
Burchett, on leave from his coland the Km-can War and his hislege at half-pay, ended here his
toric mission as the first Amerworld-wide research into divorce
ican to orbit the earth.
customs and laws. The tour t sok
The picture was produced by
him to see judges and government
Warner Bros. under the personal
in
Britain,
Germany,
supervision of Jack Warner and officials
Switzerland, Scandinavia and cenis narrated by Jack Webb. NASA
tral Europe.
has placed national distribution
Burchett likes Japan’s family
with the Bergen Motion Picture
Service, whose local representa- courts system. he said, because it
tive is Carl Shapiro, 1989 Kohera "tries to save" floundering marLane, San Jose. Interested indi- riages with case team of psyviduals or groups may contact chiatrists, doctors and priests -and has accountants to divide
Shapiro.
property when divorce is unavoidable.
As in Britain. judges specialize
in divorce and act only on caseTwo senior,s who were to have worker recommendations.

John Glenn Film
Released by NASA

Duncan, as former
However,
newsman with the San Francisco
Examiner, is disappointed by the
lack of enthusiasm which newspapers have expressed in using
this act to cover meetings.
"There have been only two eases
that have gone to court since
1953," says Duncan. "One was
The Brown Act, created in 1933. Adler vs. Culver City and the other
provides that all meetings of a occurred in Rialto, a small town
legislative body shall be open to near San Bernardino."
the public anal all shall be able to
"There is one bill on the floor
of the legislature which would
strengthen minor loopholes in the
bill, but its author, Assemblyman
Milton Marks 11.-St’t has received i been graduated anal one sophot more half. been suspended, Dean
no suppoil from any papers."
the! ea student. Stanlo
rising
are
"Newspapers
Ken, anBowen Act as a flag to wave, anal
nouneed Friday.
Four San Jose State etudents
l’res I,a,isl , all three %tridental
it is fairly effective. but I am
were arrested Thursday night on
somewhat disappointed about the I, had wen plio.co on probation for
charges of dist tirbing the peace and
act," he cool inured.
drinking., vranalalism, and violatfailing to disperse when ordered
"I don’t think any law will pre- I ing lockout. Potty theft and furto by San Jose city
ther drinking has resulted in
vent secret meetings," he com’,nitre said students were part Mir reaspenadon foliowIng recmented, "hut I think that thore
ticipating in a hurket-swinging.
ommendations ha the "appropriair some things that can Ivr door,
erark
water filled balloon and fire
law: alt make ate aturtont judielaries," Ihan
Wil. to strengthen the
er-t ha-owing riot at Eighth and
the law applieahle to the state leg -I nen, said.
ham Streets.
islature 121 airline meetings in
10:15.
at
responded
Police
order to ernrr Informal rim-,
SYSaddress
piddle
wri
IVerninge
invalidation of all pox/v.:how, d
!ems were ignored and several a stiff penalty."
were
SJPD
Crioster Neal. represent.itiae tor
more units of the
Duncan received his B.A. from
called in.
ilia veterans’ education aathe University of California, where
on
eampus
Wiii
be
Those arrested were Ronald J. he was city editor of the Daily NINI .1 Ilee,
Thursday. foam 11:30 a.m. to noon
Names, 24. business and indus- Californian.
Presently an attorney with a its in the cashier’s office, Adm263,
trial major; Terry ftay Fowler. 19,
reeeivod Ile will he available In answer
eophornore electrical engineering firm in Oaklend, Denean
maim; Elbert Roland Ashbaugh, his low degree foam the Cal law questions by student% or children
sehnel. Among bus studies eels a of disabled or deceased veterans
19. Pinter ple:sies major
the I whe are seeking infomia t ion on
eameideratien of
thatroneh
Still held by tardier Is Lettiela.,
’California set clans’ prim-a lion;, I
and its impact on
Art
1Brown
sophomore
25,
Mouttaiiikin,
George
government and journalism. ’aesistance.
fornia
major.
chemistry

Speaking to an assembled audience of Sigma Delta Chi, national
society.
journalism
professional
and interested students, Duncan
said that, "if you have a law that
prohibits things, you ought to use
. if they violate it, they
it .
should be punished for it."

Students Arrested
For Water Fight

Bob
Stoddard.
Pam
Sparling,
Wee-i’s, John Worthington and TOM
Vol.
MERITORIOUS SERVICE
Thirty-three active and eutstanding students were honored for
activities and presented with Meritorious Service Awards. Winners
were Loretta Anierian, Marilyn
Bell. Roger Bengston. Reo Blake,
Gary Brasfield. Ed Button. Bob
Coontz, Sue Curia. Arlene D’Arey,
George Drake, Larry Ferrario,
Mike Freed. Steve Frohling, Robert Gangi, Barrett Giorgis, Pam
Gustin, Sharon Hatlett, Claire
Harlene
Heller,
Ken
Hayden,
Howell, Joanne Johnson. Others
were Jeanne Longinotti, Val Low Berniece
Loventhal,
en,
Jules
Mangseth, Karen Metheny, Jnice
Morrall. Sharon Moy. Erie Rasmussen, Susan Sargent. Joanne
Simas, Ann Warren and Laurie
Wilcox.

Seven men were asked to join
the ranks of Blue Key men’s honor
society. They are Don Carroll, Dirk
Eastman, Bill Erdman, Bob Garrett, Al Henninger, Dave Loomis
and Peter Wolfe. Dr. James Blackwell, assistant professor of sociology, was initiated as a honorary
LA TORRE AWARD
Thirty-four individuals received member of Blue Key.
"La Torre Awards."
BLACK MASQUE
The most active and outstanding
Members initiated into Black
student on campus received free
Masque, senior women’s honor
copies of La Torre, SJS yearbook,
society. were Reo Blake, Anne
with their names printed on the
Davis. Carolyn Finn. Judy Farrell,
cover. They were Avon Amestay,
Sharon Hatlett,
Janet
Hobbs,
Phillip Baker, Patricia Butler. Don
Peggy Kimball. Joanne Longinotti.
Carroll, Dennis Chambers, Janet
Lynne Martin. Barbara Mitchell
Constantino, Anne Davis, Jeff and
Stephenie Strom.
Davis, Rod Diridon, Charles EnInitiated into Spartan Spears,
gles, Mary Ann Fudge, Bob Gar,pi ’more women’s service organrett, Mike Harris, Pamela Hen’ ization, were Sara Berman, Ellen
ning,
Patricia
Hearney,
Mike
I
Cynthia Copplc. Rosalee
Hooper, Steve Larson. Bruce Mac- Brown,
Diane Figone. Kathy
Pherson, Al Malyon. Pete McGrath,
I Erase. Eunice Fujii, Karen Hansen,
Kathleen Miller. John Olsen, Gary
Eileen Hayes. Marty Mitchell,
Olimpia,
Chuck
Osier.
Penny
I Judith Patten, Hope Randolph,
Patch, Jack Perkins, Rot, Pisano,
. Kathleen Smith, Susan Stanieh,
Allen Shores. Ron Sn: .
Jim
Carol Stikes. Chris Thurlow and
’Cheryl Woodward.

Divorce: Is Japanese
System the Answer?

with her is Hamad Hussain, member of the Arab.

fly MIKE MURPHY
Dr. Ando has lectured to many
"If there is some reason they
SJS classes by invitation. As a have to go behind closed doors.’
disciple of a leading Zen master, its because they are embarrassed
he speaks with authority on a topic about something."
that often receives less intellectual
Roderic Duncan, former deputy
and inspirational handling.
attorney general of California,
took dead aim at the flagrant
shirking of the Brown Act, covering open legislative mertmes, by
city, county and special district

South Civil Rights
Discussed Soon
In San Mateo

No. 126

Four years of hard work paid
off Friday night for four SJS sea .r,, when each received an "Out-!..nding Senior Award" at the
,ixth annual ASH Recognition
Banquet held in the Spartan Cafeteria.
Receiving the top awards for
their participation in several ASB
activities were Jeff Davis, former
chief justice of the Judiciary; Mary
Ann Fudge, past Freshman Camp
director; Berniece Mangseth, current president of Black Masque,
senior Women’s honor society and
John
Olsen,
past
Spartacamp
director.
President John T. Wahlquist presented the main address entitled,
"Dedicated to Excellence."
Six Student Government Meritorious Awards ($100 each) were
awarded to Jeff Davis. ASH Judiciary chief justice: ROC’ Diridon,
Student Council Graduate Representative; Mary Ann Fudge. Freshman Camp director; Mike Hooper,
Homecoming Committee chairman;
Steve Larson, ASB vice president
and chairman of Student Council
and Bob Weers, ASB executive
secretary.

American couples get precious
little help from lawyers in solving
their problems with divorce, he
said.
"Los Angeles divorce lawyers
alone make $20 million a year."
he maintained. "Lawyers are paid
to liquidate marriages."
Said Burchett, -We want to
take divorce out of the world of
lawyers and put it into the hands
of people specializing in personal
relations."
He said It was not a valid argument to blame U.S. divorces on
American women’s independence
"foreign women married to U.S.
.
! citizens have the same divorce
rate, so the system’s to blame."
Burchett has a personal interest
in divorce law reform. His parents
were divorced when he was six.
He is divorced, and has custody
of his five-year-old SOTI.

Students selected by their respec:AT, department for outstanding
’’irk were the following: Peter
wolfe, Dale Bryan, air science:
Robert Fair ill, art: Terence MorHill, Michael Dagani. chemistry;
iGary Brant igl in. Robert Stevens.
economies and gei.graphy: Carolyn
!Meitner. Nancy Carpenter. home
economies: Miles Vieh, Ray Connally. industrial arts: Mike Ste.
men, Bonnie Houghtaling, marketing; Roger Dickey, Kenneth Wigneo, meteorology and phsyical science; Bruce Anderson, John Ira rug, military science: Linda Jones,
music:
Anne
William Stretch,
Davis. Bonnie Goddard. nursing;
George’ Blanks, Ann Coffey, secondary education; David Linehar’ ger, Catherine Comes. sociology
Mary
ant hropolorzy:
. and
Ann
, Fudge, Susan Tucker, Kathy McCarthy, women’s physical education.
Campus organization presidents
and advisers were honored guests.
,
The Reeognition Banquet committee was headed by Chuck Osier.
, chairman. Hauck was master of
ceremonies.

Three Suspended

And the system can funetion
without lawyers. Divorce lawyers
would starve in Japan, said Burchett, since the Japanese can get
a divorce for as little AS a $25
court fee. Grounds here include
divorce by consent, though a threemonth waiting period is mandatory.
JAPAN
.1Apan’s family court system, set
op in 194$4 when the Japanese consto linen 5555 Writ ten, is based
’aro* on studies made aroend
1900 by Jedce Ben R. Lindsay of
Chicago
Japan’s divorce rate (69,000 in
1961i is one of ’he lowest of any
country Burchett visited.

Cal Vet Spokesman
On Campus Thursday

’

’Japan takes a positive approach,’ said Burchett. "In America we have an adversary system
that pits hualvand against win’
for the material things they ran
salvage Iroin a divorce TI seldom
!tries to sohr the petty ditferenres
that often lead to dikiirce. We de; stroy, rather than save marriages.’

It herself, Stew. Elaine Halvorsen,
SHE CAN PROBABLY d
Homecoming queen, gels some advice abate seaf belts from
Stew Park, journalism student. The belts. on sale at the bookstore,
are approved by the California Highway Patrol.

Monday, -Kay 20. 1963
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Thrust and Parry

Here’s the Low -Down
On SJS Reg. Procedures
Have you ever considered what
happened between the time you
applied for admission at San
Jape State and when you turned
In your packet to begin a term
of college? Have you ever questioned the congested registration process, or wondered what
took place behind the busy doors
of the Admissions and Records
Office?
These questions were answered
by members of the Admissions
and Records Department recently when approached about
the subject.
When asked what the process
of registration entailed, Mrs.
Lenore N. Luedemann, assistant
registrar, answered, "After the
official transcripts and applications are received, the records
are evaluated, and if everything
is in order the student is sent
his acceptance notice.
CODE CARD
"From there," she reported,
"the records are sent to a coding clerk, where a code card is
assembled. This card is sent to

the IBM section, In.an where the
entire packet is made up."
According to Mrs. Lueclernann,
there are only two cards in the
registration packet, number 1
and 3, %%filch stein from her office, The remainder of the cards
are distributed for other college uses. After the packets are
turned in, the sorting process
is completed by IBM machines
which alphabetize the student’s
cards.
Explaining why there is a 10day lapse before students turn
in their packets, Dr. Arthur H.
Price. assistant to the dean of
the college, says, "We found
that almost one-half of the students filed for change of program, so by extending it, it
helped cut down the cashier’s
job of refunding registration
fees.
LATE PACKETS
Another reason packets are
collected late, he commented,
is that a number of students are
registered for less than six and
one-half units. Fees for less than

six and one-half units are $24.50
and met’ that are $45. "Dtvpping
classes accounts for many refunds," stated Dr. Price, "especially when a student is on
a $45 Program then drops below
six and one-half units, requesting refunds of $21.50.
The main reason for the delay in collecting packets, explained Dr. Price, is to "help the
student adjust his class schedule
to his travel, how.ntg, program
and work.
"Our present registration
process isn’t satisfactory, but all
colleges find problems with their
programs," he said.

Is expensive, the student beand there is
comes a
little elasticity in the proem:
the student is stuck with
classes he receives. In concern
with our current registration
process. I’m sure the administration would be glad to change
It if we could find anything
better," he said.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of spec* limitations,
maximum of 300
will be limited to
words, preferably typed and doublespaced. Letters encoding this amount
either will est b. printed or will I.
edited to conform to length. The editor also reserves the right to edit
letters to conform to style and good
taste. Litton of personal attacks will
not be printed. All Otters must include the writer’s signature and ASS
number.

A Bird to Larson:
’Refund ASS Funds’
Dear Mr. Larsson:
Your recent letter to me
stated that -There is no intent

OTHER SCHOOLS
When questioned about various types of registration processes used by other colleges and
universities, Dr. Price said,
"Mass registration, such as there
Is at SJS, is used more in colleges than any other system,"
as he leafed through registration surveys from other colleges.
"As for machine registration, it

....gym....tumble....
flip...flop...lug...tug
push...jump...leap...
...chin...lift...pun...
...run...puff puff...
pause
take a break ...things go better with Coke
nAaa au.

Bottled undr authority of The Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jos.

to deprive any student of the
right to vote." That stati.ment
Is not suptairted by actual experience. The polls were not open
after 4:30 p.m. Since I and many
other night students do nut get
off work until 4:30 p.m., we were
denied the right to vote.
The ASH has made student
body lees compulsory for night
students, but has not opened
the polls when night students are
on campus. This is taxation without any Intent of providing rePresentation. You are willing to
lake approximately Siiii,000 in
ASH fees from the night students without keeping the polls
open until 7 p.m. when we arrive
on campus and yet you state
that the method of conducting
elections at San Jose State is
"even more adequate than the
provisions made by State and
Federal governments."
The solution is simple. Rescind
the election or refund our ASH
fees.
Sincerely,
John R. Bird

’Use of Police Dogs
Is Reprehensible’
Editor:
The use of police dogs against
the citizens is reprehensible,
whether or not such a practice
has the effect of reducing the
crime rate. Intimidation of the
people by the police Is offensive
to a person who enjoys liberty;
doubly so when there is no conceivable reason for it. The only
reason that I can discern for the

Oscar Brand singing songs of
partying, military and satire will
be the featured artist tonight on
Tony Hyman’s Folk Sampler,
over KSJS at 7:30. Selections
include "Honey Baby," which
Hyman believes is the longest
folk song in the world," Copper
Kettle," and "Oh, Don’t Go Near
Them Lions Cage Tonight.
Next week is the concluding
program of Folk Sampler. The
program will be a pot pourri of
Hyman’s favorite folk songs.

].0*,

’Didn’t Picket J.B.S’
But Sons of Birch’s?
Editor:
First, I would like to thank
you for the article about me hi
last Friday’s Daily. There was
only one error in it which I think
should be corrected for the sake
of the group involved. It was the
Anti-MUN faction rather than
the John Birch Society which we
picketed during Model United
Nations week. I hope this caused
no misunderstandings.
Donna Waterman
DRAMA 141 PRESENTS ...

Yerma
by Froderice Gorda Lorca
Mort.-Trws., linv 211-21
Studio Theater 8: 1

"Bill" Edmunson
Body Shop

SLIM PICKINGS

Oscar Brand Sings
--Sampler Tonight

use of dogs in San Jose is ari
economic one: dogs are chespei
and meaner) than policemen.
As to whether the dogs ale or
are not % atollS. I note certaal
sunilarit lea tietaeen the trainIne
methods described by your
porter atel those describi.ii
Art Hoppe in discussing. ’Con, iitutional Dogs’ (S.F. Chronicle.
May
I was encouraged, however, by
the humane note your rePorter
Introduced into his story: "They
(the dogsi are taught to have
tun doing their job." Now if We
Cail Just teach the people to have
fun while being attacked.
11111 Sumner
ASS A1$878

Formerly Custom Body Shop

SpaztanSbaiiii

Foreign & Domestic Complete Body Repairing & Painting
Frame Straightening and Wheel Aligning
All Work Guaranteed
Call for a Free Estimate

Entered as second class matter Apri
24. 1934. at San Jos*, California. an
dor the act of March 3, 1879. Mom
bee California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Asso
slated Students o4 San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday
during college year. Subscription ac
espied only on romeindr-of-sernes
ter basis. Full academic year, $9: each
semester $4.50. Off-campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414--Editorial
Ext, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386, Advertising Ed. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 1:45-4:20 pan., Monday through
Friday.
Editor
BOB PACINI
Advertising Manager KENT VLAUT1N
Classified Ad Mgr,
MIKE DANIELS
Day Editor
CHESTER LANDIS
Nws Editor
JERRY ARCA
Copy Editor ........ SEM LUBRANO
Sports Editor
GENE WILLIAMS
Society Editor __ CAROL SWENSEN
Photo Editor
MIKE MURPHY
Business Manager .... JUDY FARRELL

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
292-0950

107 Balbach

EVERY INCH A
REAL SMOKE!
There s no cigarette like a Camel. Its
taste is distinctive. Alert. All there.
Camel’s got swaggeryet

The yen is local currency in Japan.

it’s smooth.

Set the clean-cut taste of rich tobaccos.

Know Your
Opportunity-

Get with Camel. Every inch a real smoke

...comfortably smooth, too!

So is this.

Pittacus
The

besttobacco It/
makes the
opi mr
best smoke!

NI

I

That’s a big order from Pitt*.
cusl But your opportunity In
a career may be less obscure
than you realize.
If you have Initiative and Irn
eginatIon, you should investigate the opportunities n life
Insurance sales and sales
management
Take the time now to phone.
or stop by and talk with the
head of our college unit about
the advantages of being in the
life insurance business.

BEN REICHMUTH

rtwasu ttpoorttilvt:
BLEND
f lc 415’!!5,

CV 7-5707

PROV I E NT

GARY GOULDSkilled ester sportsman .deep-sea fisherman ..(amel smoker!
gliesa5, L esereeke Toinseces..usuesnli Winston

San Jose

210 N 4th

MUTUAL
:4 C.

Or

LIFE

A
n Kyoto, Yokohama, Kobe and on the Ginza, you can
use BANK OF AMERICA TRAVELERS CHEQUES
just like money. They are money: money only ygy
can spend. Because only your signature makes trri
valid. That means they’re loss -proof, theft -proof.

Local currency the world oversold the world over.
Mal 49 41111111A

-ORIGINAL DMEam

Mal .1101".161 010,

Na.

S an
sipm
men
(.01fling

by
nstitide,
I’, by
oriel
The)
have

’There’s a Meetin’ Here Tonight’
With the Limeliters Saturday
-There’s A Meetire Here Toeight" and it’s scheduled fur the
Chic Auditinium Saturday evening at 8:30. Tickets are selling
at the San Jose Box Office for
sew, $3.50 and $4.50.
But who is it that’s coming?
Three fellows named the "Limelighters." Lou Gottlieb, A le x
Yarbrough and Glenn Hassilev.
who have recently returned from
three weeks in Europe.
"I must have put on twenty

SALE

has,.

More than

1/2

S.
5?

off reg. price
Store-wide Clearance

hank
le In
was
think
sake
s the
than
s.
flies!
nisei

sale of men’s clothing
OdufienI4
COLLEGIATE SHOP
Ill S. +11, (acrots from librry)

:0

ISALf11t1.- MP I a-oti I ’,,,t Ilifftf’’,

lost
continent In :ably WO to the culinary pleasures of the continent, the fellows were delighted
with the reception they were
given by the at:Menem; abroad
and hope to make another trip
this summer.
In Rome the fellows’ time was
taken up cutting a special single
in Italian for release there and
doing some sight-seeing in what
they agree is one of the world’s
most exciting and beautiful

Art Exhibit Opens
Today; Students
Awarded Prizes
The Ai t teletat
,tudont
work opens Hie moreact at 111
in the An Lialdmg CalierYThe show will represent works
in the painting, graphic and
sculpture mediums all done by
SJS students. Yesterday the shove
was previewed for the artists
and friends and prize winners,
judged by art critic Alfred
Frankenstein, were announced.
Two students in each field
were Howard Ikemoto, Douglas
Vogel, Mary Ann Gravitt and
James Martin.
This is the second exhibition
of student work in the past year.
Members of the committee that
handled the display ol student
work were John Alniond, Franey
Balcomb, Robert Fairall, Robert
Graham, Victor Harlow, Howard
k emo t o, Sandra Johnstone,
George Lattimore, Kathy van
levuwen and Douglas Vogel.

One kitty cereice

Matniny May 90 1861
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ititles They new proudly !Es - 1 Ey gay Xiiacold
I ...sad ;whet be ititierntered
se, souse photographs (if t
gine oqits altos
y ti,,, by a 514100.
1
selves frolicking with Italian
- Alriandes .timill,
children in the Villa Borgliese
and doing combat with a toy
lion in the Reiman Coliseum.
Next the lamplighters went to
Geneva. Switzerland where they
Gaffle ot t.eve and Charlet- can be iiescrited by is, other
appeared at a gala bell in the
adjective except charming. Because of the play’s period. early 18th
Casino Divonne This show was
centruy. the humor, manners, costumes and scenery were delightful
taped and broadcast over Euand charming to a m’s tern audience.
rope No. 1. the leading internaDuring the first act the comic leads. Lisette, the handmaid
tional radio show in Europe.
played by Sandra Emery Wood, and Harlequin, the valet played
Lou, Alex and Glenn made
by Arthur Curet, stole the audience’s laughter and hearts. Conn and
their next appearanee in ManMiss Wood’s actions betrayed their lilies and the audience chuckled
chester, England, on the Al Read
Show on ABC-TV. After the
hoe they were told that they
I,:,. ie,dh, bombed. They were
maim- hindably upset until someone esulained that if you "bomb"
in England it
you’re a
great hit
Ole-of Lou’s favorite Enelish
steries comes from Manehester.
lie had gone into a pub and
ordered a beer. In walked a man
who conformed in every detail
to the stereotypic Englishman.
With him was a fat wiggly little
dog, a very un-English outgoing
animal broke from his leash and
began running around among the
patrons greeting everyone with
enthusiastic little snorts and
very sloppy licks. His master
calmly ordered an ale, turned his
back on the proceedings and said
in disgust, "If there’s anything
that puts me off it’s an ill trained beast."
GIVING A REGAL curtsey to her servaet, the young woman
In Holland Lou tried valiantly
(Sandra Emery Wood) disguised as a servant, raises her eyebrow
to deliver a come- line or two
at the conversation between her supposed husband -to-be (Dennis
in Dutch. The silence that folFimple, r.) and the supposed bride-to-be (Mari -Lyn Henry,
lowed indicated that something
center). Confused? Plan to see "The Game of Love and Chance"
had been lest in the translation,
but as (teed the Limelighters’
with every movement, sitting on the edge of their seats wondering
music broke the language barrier
when Conn would pop out from behind scenery and do a jig. Miss
and their appearances were well
Emery’s understatements were executed smoothly with perfect
received.
timing.
But during the last act of the three-act play by Frenchman
Piece de Marivaux. the lead actors. Marl-lyn Henry as Silvia, and
Allen Donovan as Dorante proved their ability by giving real feeling to their roles. The difficult asides necessitated in these parts
were handled expertly by both players. More the audience’s eyes
they became two lovers desperately involved with each other but
A student recital by Joan
not knowing how to get out of the comic siteatien of a double iii’,’
Bridges, sophomore music maguise.
jor, will be given tomorrow at
For you see. Silvia’s father had contracted to marry het to
1:30 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Ilorante. and both she and Dorante reacted unfavorably to the idea
Miss Bridges, playing the piof marrying for fashion instead of love. Both also struck mem the
ano, will perform "Adagio, K.
idea of switching places with their servants so that they could wide!:
540" by Mozart. "Sonata in G
the other from alar. It sounded logical and would have e.orked it
minor" by Schumann. "Third
it hadn’t been for a double switch and if "amour" hadn’t teketi place
Sonata" by Prokofietf and Tocon two levels - with the maid tout valet thinking the other had great
cata, Op. 111" by Saint-Saens.
wealth, and with the intended lovers thinking the other was of
The concert Is open to the
lower rank.
public with no charge.

Game of ’Love, Chance’ Charming

Music Student
To Give Recital
In Concert Hall

Need a summer
job? Let the
Spartan Daily
Classifieds help
you find one.
2

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WFTH ASS CARD

Art Cleaners
390 I. Serra Clara

lines, I week, 2 dollars

293-1030

-1/75005nee05154:1400,00t10,00014110107

Last Four

Days . . .

"The Game of love and Chance

IP

by Pierre de Marivaux
A SPEECH AND DRAMA PRODUCTION

WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
MAY 22, 23, 24, 25
CURTAIN AT 8:15 P.M.
50c, SJSC STUDENTS

COLLEGE THEATRE
$1.25 GENERAL

BOX OFFICE 5TH & SAN FERNANDO
OPEN 1-5

§Pd18/100
c3t )6acte4et
DRIVE-IN
"TARIS BULBA"
and
"BARRABAS"

TOWNE’,:7
1433 This Mowed.,
"DAVID AND LISA"
Students SI 00

814TE
TROPICAIRE
Dreeels
tcren
"WHITE STALLION"
"ROME VENTURE"
nor114 scream
"THE DAYS OF
WINE AND WSW.’"
"ROME VENTURV’

’,AIRATOGA

Drama Class Opens
’Yerma Tonight
’Yenna. a Spanish tragedy,
will he presented by the Speech
and Drama Rehearsal and Performance Hass tonight and tomorrow at fen. Tickets sell for
SO cents at the door of the
Studio Theater.
The play will be directed by
Dr. Jack Neeson, associate professor of drama, and all members of the class will perform
both technical and acting duties.
"Yerma," written by Frederic
Garcia Lorca and first produced
in Madrid, Spain, in 1934.
achieved favorable comments,
among them "a fine balance between poetic, plastic, and dramatic elements."
In all Lorca’s works there are
hidden players, masked beings,
poetic symbol s, but terflies,
steeds: blind forces who step out
on the stage or who merely
haunt it -and who mysteriously
emb.xly the character, and the
artistic profile of the Spanish
people.
Therefore, one must not view
this play as a realistic or psychological drama but rather as a
pluy that is poetic in conception
and symbolic in its nature.
In "Yerma" the lyric portions
are enhanced by the use of music and song as when Yerma expresses a longing for her child.

: at,
ithe

W.th garlic bread
arid salad

Charcoal
Broiled Steak
5129
od
and fa,c1

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
311 N. First (off Julian)
CV 7-9755

Bakmas

Flower
Shop
Floese
and
Cortegea
for all

.11 Dal Porto . . .
lOth & Santa Ciro

CY 24462

SJS campus manager is
looking for five (51 men to
assist him during the summer working in consumer
product division of U. S. Industries. $125 per week for
those who qualify other
job opportunities also
available. Car is necessary.

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Specia/ Student

Hates

3 mos. 18

Call 293-7451

(’SE OUR "RENT
TO OWN PLAY’

Any Time After Noon

Wed., May 22

San Fernando

I

30c Off on All PIZZA
Sausage

Mushroom

Cheese

Combination

Salami

,
520 Alma (Nem to Alma Goli)
7i11111111111101111Ituillillittu1tli
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SAN FRANCISCO’S Leading Legitimate Theatre
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

GEARY
PUTTING the last minute
touches on costumes for "Yerma," are (1. to r.) Kevin Seligman, Gina Wyckoff and Kathy
Dunne. "Yerma," the story of a
woman’s frustrated instinct for
motherhood will open tonight
at 8:15 in Studio Theater. Tickets sell for 50 cents at the door.
The play will also be given tomorrow evening. All the work,
including sets, costumes, lighting
and original music and dance
scores, is done by the students,
along with their acting duties.

8:30 p.m., San Jose Civic Aud.
TICKETS. $4.50, $3.50, $2.50
On Sale At STE. CLAIRE HOTEL
CV 5-0888
6AMERECAt MOST EXCITIMC TRIO!

BEGINS WED. EYE., JUNE 5

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY MATS. FIRST WEEK
WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY MATS. THEREAFTER
DAVID MERRICK
t’

,fAutitiHyleirtic

’ASOICTit:PACIfle’
ON STAGE! IN PERSON!

Pr*** VAoro: of to. Sea*,
C
on of
lend* *a s.
0.1.

BERNARD DELFONT
mar**

JOEL

JULIE

GREY &NEWAR

1
SToP TrIE WAIL) =
THE SENSATIONAL MUSICAL NIT!

ANTHONY NEWLEY’s

iimmts

"IMO’S MISTRESS"

S
"SINS OF POPIII"
traa
panIy t
Gafga /.4fslfall
"HER BIKINI NEVER GOT WET"
nd
"GIRLS AT SEA"
-4M110111111.

SPAGHETTI
All You Con Eat!
94).

GINO’S MON. & TUES. SPECIAL

"CRY DOUBLE CROSS"

400 Walt

Iff
na...temnd as ttiey
by rogues!: to
witrirtirnes ace
Apra r at eh:Wrens birthday
part tali
Pewceo recalls when a youngster caught bun r0110’. all’ his
makeup.
"He turned to his mother and
Why,
said in shucked toms
he’s a man. Memmy ’ "
-------

54 .Oii
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Saturday Evening, May 25

Emma"

IS ISODNEYt.i ile
United Press Interna
SUNNYVA LE - The T.,-!ir is
the huge Leekheed Missiles and
Spare cumunn> plant.
A research scientist in microsystems electronics telephones a
hydraulics specialist In spacesystems and says:
"Hello, Jingles, this Ls Rawcu.
Don’t forget tonight. Remind
Palxr. Hared’ and Bilbo We’ve
got to do more weric on the unicycle."
You might think this is scene
abstruse space jargon. Nut at
nth
It% a typical eoreitrsati,rli
01/11:110 A hull dozen Lockte.e
employes whsese. uubby Is tin.’,:
tie-ms-else’s with gnease pa.te
iisedung wigs Witt 4.141111g
costumes They’re nr.-..
tiers uf the Clowns Club ihe
they take part In Lockheed’s
prosn am.
employe recreat
With them, clowning is a serious affair- even to the extent
that they always call each other
by their clown names. Masse,’
said the clowns do not want personal publicity, but there is still
another reason.
The Lockheed e iOWT1S have
plenty to do, performing at hospitals and similar institutions
and at company affairs. They.
ate so much in demand ter these
appearances that 11w) du not

Than &

3911 South HI*

ledol

Lockheed Employees Have
Time To Clown Around

is,Syta S9 NIAC.11,11*

eini. Win
14111
"THE TRIAL"
Antriony PerCnt

Vfiifie
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I WANT To GET OFF
title
’Klatt .

slettlalt
Kant,

netted By
Mr. Neviley

,..,) fla
"WHAT KIND OF FOOL AM I7"
’GONNA BUILD A MOUNTAIN"
"ONCE IN A LIFETIME ’

JANET BLAIR
Bes ArtipPA:i
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MAIL ORDERS NOW
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_
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1 195 i S.40-4154.30
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. _
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Enforcement
Theta Tau
Applications Schedules
Criminologist,sigma
New Stereophonic Equipment For Graduate stucaherdules Seminar Veteran
Elects Fall Officers
day,May25
Lauds Police School
Placed in Music Dept. Library Work a Must

11.4.1\1111TA14

Munday, May 20. 1963

San Jr.eli
1.0
ta lon another sp
iv in ser vin g slitdents with installation of stereo’: h, mi(’ j.honographs, tape revs: del s
4,1.1 earphones.
The Music Department. fourth
floor of the norlit win_!. rec ent’ )
installed $1--i.sri,t no.- it (a ,A

rtreorsett.Stirs,"..r...V.X.I. ’
Women Students
Specia: Low Summer Rates
,o2..i0. Ill-tt..oks ,,,,situg
s.S.ii7.50, o-iri.i.l,. ....Jim
2.i.00. 1-I1, ..1., st sl..11
i \D islit-N/ q. \ I/ )

1, \ i,

ill-!

s
%
IL
3

I: I ri I, i

Manor%
Crestwood Ma
0
643 South 8th Street
ter..r..e.Gordep..."4=0:ed-yzejr.",,c4,,

ment for the student’s listening
pleasure. There are five tape recinders for play tapes, five record
players. and one tape recorder especially for recording. with tables
and earphones to serve 30 students.
’I’m surprised this new equipment isn’t being used very much.commented Mrs. Stela Sintokailis,
music likrarians "It’s het e just
waiting to serve th"
remstudent.
arked that
Mrs. Simokait sie
The earphones. costing $24 apiece,
are better than those of last setnester. because "these have depth
.if sound.The Library plans I..purehase
:stereophonic mein& for use by
This new equipment.
Other plans for the summer in ’de the installing of stereophonic
record players in the eight study
-oi ims in the Music Department.

Summer Vacations

HAWAII
$.19 995 per person
New Low Price

one week

$239.95 per person, two weeks $399.95 per person,
six weeks summer school.
PRICE INCLUDES:
Roi.ind Pip Deluxe DC6 flights to HONOLULU.
kora; nawa;ian Le: G,iseting.
Transfers from Airport to Hotel and return of Waikiki.
Trhn accommodetons 0 the "New Sea Shore Hotl."
OAHU I I 0 mile tote via aIr-conflifiened Pan Oruisor,
Ils,,eiages and complimentary hot meals in Night
Kodak Polynesian dance show. including trinifsrs.
Air-conditioned rooms and apartments.
Gala Aloha Get Together Party.
kirlitte ticket %.itioitit package SI:loi

2.
I.
4
S.
6.
7
8.
9

BOOKS OPEN
RESERVE NOW
CY 5-1311 or CY 5-4025
Sieelouri
493 E.Santa Clara St. at 1 1 th

timme

A Law Enforcement Seminar.
the first of its kind at SJS, Will be
conducted Saturday, May 25, as a
prelude to the annual Chief Black
Dinner, according to Prof. Willard
E. Schmidt, head of the Police
School.
The seminar will be conducted
by faculty, students and alumni
of the Police School and will examine current trends in law enforcement for both students and
,
professional law enforcement offi-

Students planning to be graduated in June, and wanting to return
in the fall for post -graduate work,
must file an application for admission to the Graduate Division prior
to Aug. 10.
It doem not matter that the !stumay wish to take courses
dent
without a definite objective, an
application is still required, said
Speakers included in the proSamuel Milioto, admissions officer
gram, which will run from 9 a.m.
;it SJS.
to 2 p.m., are Charles E. Casey,
He must file an application since
assistant director of the California
the student loses his continuing
Department of Corrections and an
student status upon the successful
alumni of the Police School. and
completion of his undergraduate
Barton L. Collins. chief of detecstudies Milioto said.
tives of the San Jose Police DeThe form, for students who have partment. Collins is also a Police
not already submitted one for the School graduate.
fall semester. is available in AdmKeynote speaker at the no&
102. Applications recen ed after luncheon will be Edward V. CombAug. 10 %sill not he considered er, director of the Bureau of Crimfor the fall semester
inal Information, San Francisco
Police Department.
An open house at the Police
School, a social hour and the Chief
Black Dinner will follow the seminar.

Fraternity Grants
Life Membership

Denny Griswold. publisher of
Public Relations News, has accepted a life membership in Pi
Alpha Nu. SJS public relation,
trateinity. according to Gene
Beley, chapter filedshre,
Public Relations News is an in -

Science, Dental,
Medical Pre-Reg
Due May 23-24

newsletter headquartered in New
York.
Pre-registiation for science maThe following new officers were jors, science education majors and
also elected: George Boldizsar, iminors, and premedical and preptesident: Robert Bell. first vice dental students will be held Thurspresident: Floyd Clark, treasurer: I day and Friday in S242.
Student body card and last fall’s
Carolyn Knehans, corresponding
secretary and Donna Vt"ebb, re- adviser-approved advisement sheet
are necessary fin admittance, ancording secret a i y.
nounced Dr. Kenneth E. Hutton,
a.ssociate professor of biology.
Honors Convocation
Pre-registration will he held between 8:30 a.m. and 12 noon and
Salutes Students
1-4 p.m. in the following sequence:
Students who have distinguish - Thursday morning, graduates and
Si
themselves scholastically will seniors; Thursday afternoon, junlie honmed Thursday at the annual lot s; Friday morning, sophomores;
Honors Convocation Day. The ma- and Friday afternoon, freshmen.
1,,r address will be presented by
"Students may come any time
I rr. Rene Dubois. internationally during or after their designated
recognized microbiologist.
time,- reminded Dr. Hutton.

"Have you heard about
Spartan Rental’s

By HELEN LINDSLEY
The best all-around police school
in the nation is here at San Jose
State, in the opinion or Barton
Collins, chief of detectives in the
San Jose Police Department.
Collins, a 1935 police school
graduate who has been on the SJS
iaculty since 1952 has high praise
for the school, its directors, and
its curriculum.
-Our police school is the best
all-around school in the nation and
always has been. Its directors,
past and present, have worked constantly towards building up and
maintaining its reputation.
"Police officers and agencies all
over the United States know about
it, and most of them, including
the FBI, acknowledge it as the
best of its kind.
"The curriculum of the school
prepares students in all phases
of police work while most other
schools specialize in only one phase
of police work."
Collins feels this helps students
to a better understanding of law
enforcement and gives them increased knowledge of all aspects
of police work.

FIELD WORK
Field work is one part of the
curriculum which Collins considers very important and beneficial
for the students. In this, each senior is required to put in two semesters of work with a police department, usually the San Jose
department.
"Field work gives students the
opportunity to put what they have
learned in the classroom into actual use. Besides being good experience for them, it helps students
make up their minds whether to
continue police work after they
are graduated."
Collins said he showed pictures
which caused such a stir at the
Geza de Kaplany trial to his advanced investigation class to familiarize them with what they
might encounter when they become
police officers.
"I showed them to my classes
bemuse I want them to know
what they can expect when they
become police officers. They’ll be
faced with this sort of thing, and
if they can’t take it, now is the
I time to find out."
Besides helping to train the
prospective police officer, the police school offers immense benefit
It,, the person who returns to college after working in law enforcement, Collins believes.
LAWN CHANGE
"Laws are continually being
changed and new ones made, and
a police officer miist keep abreast
of them. Going to school and
brushing up is always good for a
police officer." he said.
Collins had nothing but the high -

eat praise for the 155 police students.
"I find that they are, as a rule.
very sincere. They are mature
enough to stay out of trouble. too.

"Of course," he added, "Police
School rules are very stringent
regarding conduct of the students.
Any student caught engaging in
any criminal offense is immediately dismissed. No other department has this rule."
Graduates of the school are
making reputations for themselves
all over the United States in law
enforcement. Collins cited as one
example Los Angeles City and
County, where some police school
graduates are employed.
"I’ve talked to police officials
in these areas, and they are impres.sml with our graduates."

Tne new San Jose State chapter
of Sigma Theta Tau, national honorary nursing society, recently
announced election of its fall semester officers.
Thane elected are Mrs. Fay
Bower, president: Miss Marsha
Bernard, vice president; Miss Sandra Nevis. secretary; Miss Bonnie
Goddard, treasurer; and Miss Mary
Maloney. archivist.
This is the only chapter of Sigma Theta Tau in California and
the second on the West Coast.
The other is at the University of
Washington.

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Factory Warranty, Dealer’s Service
Alto and car. at real tow discount.
Coll 36e-425
(Redwood City)

itIto
-

124

kr7

NOW OPEN
OUR SECOND STORE AT

330 South 10th St.

Roberts Book Stores
On 4th Street
(opposite Library)

330 10th St
(just off San Carlos)

P.S. Both stores are now
buying back used texts

unique summer offer?
A complete apartment
for two for as
little as 880 a month."

S PAR TA NJ
RNJTAL_
SERVICE
414 E. WILLIAM AT 9th, SAN JOSE,CALIE CY7-8877

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it
Most men simply think Menthol -Iced Skin Bracer is the best
aftershave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks ir-rd-icrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer’s crisp, long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer
91 thi s effect .
r""How iritelligent’

because’

Majnbrom
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Track Star Jeff Fishback
Recalls a ’Sturdy’ Brazil
gy DAVE NEN’HOFSE
..On the first lap I thought I
auld win, by the second lap I
sat sure of It," was SJS track
captain Jeff Fishback recalling his
detory in the 3,000-meter steeplehase at the Pan-American Games.
Fishback won in a slow time of
9,07.9. which he feels was due
w several reasons, the more telling of which was a "loss of edge"
before the race.
FIsithaek became slek on the
tong flight to Sao Paulo. which
seriously
kept hito away ft
stet-king out for two days. He
bill his peak five days prior to
the actual race (Flithbaek wasn’t
..dieduled to run until the final
petitwi days of Pan -Am c
tion), then experienced the loss

Special Student Rates

TYPEWRITERS
MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
293-5283
124 F. San Fernando

HANK’S
Barber Shop
Henry Watanabe
Owner
Specializing in
all styles of hair cuts
Alma Center 148 Alma St

293-0705

I guess I’ll
Have to Hide!
All I did was wear my
new A-1 RACERS to
school. You’d think I
was a star, the way
the girls mob me.
I’m not conceited
.,.I know they’re
RACERS fans!

In edge any athlete needs to

9ctity

sports

parents and hurnedtate relatives of
Spartan teanunate Jose Azevedo.
Jose, the Brazilian 880 record
holder, represents a big hero In
the eyes of his family. Away from Monday, May 20, 1963
iSPAIRTAN DAILY-6
home for five years now, Azevedo
makes his long-awaited trip home 9.1.011.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811=8111101:1:1MIllilTrilirl111111!!1111drililiiIIIIILT
this summer.

isehlese ids best.

"I was worried about the field,"
said Fishback, "which I shouldn’t
have, because the steeplechase was
the easiest event any American
could have entered."
Jeff, who runs to win
not for
time -- had close to a 100-yard
A friend of Jose’s was a friend
lead going into the final lap, then Of the family, as it
turned out,
coasted home by 15 yards.
%41 Jeff WItS warmly treated in
FIshback pointed out that Sao Brazil. Jose’s sister and brotherPaulo’s track was very soft, and in-law *Mimed hint in uc h of
that his short spikes gave him very what an interested tourist would
little traction.
Want to see of Brazil.
"I was also hitting every hurdle,
A ft er Jeff finished his gold
something I very seldom do."
medal run, Jose’s father took hhn
Jeff compared Sao Paulo with Into the Azevedo home at Baru.
San Francisco, with tall hills Lind
buildings made of concrete. He
said it pedestrian had to literally
fight for his Life In crossing the
street.
"Brazil is a sturdy country,"
Jeff remarked. "There’s a lot of
red dirt, plentiful with iron."
Was Jeff lonely during his stay?
Not at all, thanks to the friendly

to

Dwight, Danny, Frosh
Shine in L.A. Relays
Se.eral SJS varsity and flush , Data* Murphy cause in ti:trael,teis gave topflight perform- I the 5,000 meters. behind V.,..11, I
ance, .01 veveral other,. narrowly Jail Bvally, :\c’w Z.,11alol ’ .1,11 missed doing so at Friday night’s ’ ray Halberg. Ron Lat riet . .411,1

C’oliseunt Relays in Los Angeles.
Dwight Middleton ran the twst
440 of his life in 46.0, taking set. ond place behind Southern Califontia Strider Mike Lurtilwe,
who was clocked in the 4111eit.
tittle an Middleton.
Jim Groothoff
Four Spartans
11:51.01, Jose Azevedo 11:51.51,
Larry LeFall (1:49.4i and Ben
’rocker (1:50 3.1 combined to run
aimffluoinioulai nioneemmiairesaamomonaumgnagennumeupwailientimi Gene Williams the second fastest two-mile relw,
in the nation this .ear at 7:22.2
%V hen astronaut I.. Cordon Cooper frolieked in space in
The Spartan frost’ two-mile
his trusty Faith 7 l’hursday afternoon the Spartan Daily staff re-lay tandem chopped close to
was in rare ecstatic form.
four seconds off Its pending nuReporters and editors alike were hustling from table to 1 tionsti freshman reeord, vvith a
table tuning in radios and television sets, hoping to learn more ’ sizzling 7:30.6. Mel Holmes ran
of Gordo’s historical flight.
a 1:55.2, Harvey Franklin 1.52.14,
The usually reliable United that
was peppered:
Pressit teletype
ticking. rrlioe.onNie,512.81.:52.0 and John Garsimply stopped

Impressions of Sport

A Trip With Gordo

with so much astronomical copy
(it has a way of doing that at the damndest times).
I The fresh fought off UCLA at
In short, there wasn’t as much frenzy on Daily since our the wire, as Garrison repassed Ir...
beloved Giants stole the National League pennant front those, Bruin anchor man, who took t’:
a.
dirty Dodgers last fall.
’ the lead earlier on the home
stretch. UCLA was also timed in

Run in Fifth
Gives Sig Eps
League Crown
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, scoring a
run in the bottom of the fifth,
nudged Sigma Chi, 4-3, Thursday
to repeat as champion of the fraternity softball league. SAE is undefeated with one game rerr
Bob Graham homered to lead Pi
Kappa Alpha to a 10-9 win over
Alpha Tau Omega. Dallas Hall hit
a two-run homer In the fifth, as
ATO scored five runs, falling short
by one.
Rex Zimmerman s t ru ck out
seven batters to pitch Sigma Phi
Epsilon to a 12-4 victory over
Theta Xi, Gordy Stroud had three
hits and Paul Kanter two for the
Sig Eps. Sigma P1 beat Delta Upsilon, 6-5.
The independent softball season
closes this afternoon, as three
games are scheduled. Kappa Pi
faces Sinfonia on field one. the
Slob Sacks play the Diamonds on
field two and the Cal-Hawaiians
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2
meet on field three. The Cal-Hawaiians are undefeated thus far.
In a single slow-pitch game Monday, the Rum Runners meet Air
i Force ROTC.

Clark.
Danny stayed sviiii Iteutt

and

Milberg all the stas 11111il both
put 011 iorrid filial hip ki eks.
Murphy.

WI11/

hit 13:41.0 at tlw

the la.I
three..titile mark, is
est 5.1100-iseeter :slid threetuille
thit. ,sear.
collegian in the no ’
Lester Bond s.iiii:ed out I., ’,4 It
it: the broad lump for IOW 111
place. Bt,nd Mai tate foul ’mop
over 26 teet.
measured
Jell Fishback Via, right with
Villan,A is Pat Tra)nor until the
gun sounded for the last lap in the
steeplechase. Raynor
3,000-meter st
rocketed to an 8:45.6, with Fishhack also beating the meet 1,,, ,I ,I
in a time of 8:54.0.

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For 9,1,ck Dependable
Service Come to
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR

WHAT A JOYOUS Dm’ THAT
AS! Such excited out -1730.6, well below SJS’ nencir
, Caro
43 E. So ’3
bursts as. "We did it, we won the pennant," and "The Dodgers murk of 7,34,4,
- took gas" echoed throughout the journalism and advertising:
building.
OFFICE JOBS!
One lovely lass (a Lyke staffer, I Believe) skipped merrily
about the room chanting, "The Giants are world champions.
TRAIN IN JUST WEEKS!
the Giants are world champions."
Feeling it my duty and obligation as a self-proclaimed,
Rapid, modern methods qualify you at the Acade,,y of Bus;re;s
sports expert to enlighten her with the grim fact, I said. "No,
time. Such as: Se cc Lii, General Office, IBM Keypunch PBX Ileceptc,,,st
no, they’re only National lAwite champions. They have to beat’
end other office jobs Top salaries, too. Your early earnings more than
the Yankees in the World Series to become World Champs.1
repay the low fees.
"Oh, really," she replied.
champion."
then
wins
four
games
is
"Yes, the team that
"Oh, I see. I bet the series, or whatever you call it, is in
Summer and Fall Classes Now Registering
Seattle, because of the World Fair and all."
"No, it’s played in San Francisco and New York."
Still at 372 So. 1st (entire 2nd floor) San Jose
"Now, really, I don’t know much about baseball but
know you can’t play one game in two cities,"
"Correct," I assured her. "lion see, they play the first two
games in San Francisco, the next three in New Nork and .
Off she went ranting, "The Giants are world champions,
the Giants are world champions."

ACADEMY OF BUSINESS

JEFF FISHBACK
... visits Sao Paulo
Jeff remembers Baru as near
100,000 in population, and "like a
country down town." In Barn
there is little evidence of largescale commercialism. It’s more like
somebody had sprinkled many
houses on a group of rolling country hills.
Jeff was particularly Impressed with Brazilian country
clubs (usually four or five in
large cities like Baru), which
he found to lw more modern
than those of the United States.
Jeff cited one club as having
16 clay tennis courts, soccer field,
400-meter track, four swimming
pools, gymnasium, gymnastics room
and "the largest dance floor I’ve
ever seen."
Now back and resettled from
Brazil, Jeff is pointing to the
NCAA Championships, where he
hopes to improve on last year’s
second-place steeplechase. In addition, he will shoot for the sixHale run title.

SEE

FOR YOURSELF
Sample Price Lists
Will Be

"HEY, THE WIRE’S BACK ON, the wire’s back on," an
eager young SD cub reporter informed us in a most nerveshattering pitch.
"Quick, what does it say," demanded Blazer Pacini, the
cordial SD editor. "Is Gordo down yet?"
"No, it says, it says "the lazy dog got tired of the quick
brown fox jumping over it and went home."
"Oh," the mounting group of space bugs moaned in chorus.
*
ALTHOUGH THE GIANTS ARE IN FIRST PLACE (they
always are this time of year) the relief help has not been up
to par. Miller’s throwing his flutter ball in Baltimore, Larsen’s
not getfing any younger and Bolin simply can’t Bundle it by
himself.
Perhaps this newcomer John Pregenzer (now at Tacoma)
Could give the Darktnen a needed lift," I observed silently.
"Yes, perhaps this Pregenzer could help our team," I
repeated aloud.
"I heard that the Giants got him for only 51110;" explained
a worthal former SD sports writer.
"I saw him on TV against the Dodgers Saturday, and if
they C meaning the Giants) gave hint 310(1 they overpaid him
by about 599.50," observed an astute sports fan and journalism
adviser.
Not thinking this too fair a statement, I mused, "I’ve heard
that he throws aspirin tablets."
"Yeh, somebody should tell hint he’s getting paid for throwing baseballs." quipped a Ilie-hard Dodger booster.
Besides, I thought Balt-rill’s the thing this season anyway.
"With a name like Pregenzer he should grow side burns
and play a guitar." auto( her L.A. ad’, orate wise-cracked.
"Well, I guess he’d make more money if he did, but I’m
sure Stu Miller would never grow . .

GRADUATING NEXT
JANUARY?

Then you should register NOW
for job interviews in
Oct. -Nov. -Dec.
Register at the SJS Placement Office
Admin. 234

"HE’S DOWN! GORDO’S DOWN!" the wild noisy space
bugs proclaimed.
"The heck you say," squealed George Martin from his
feature desk.
Moments later another cub reporter raced into the room
with the story of the semester, exclaiming. "I bet you don’t
know the life expectincy of a Tasmanian kangaroo."
Things were back to normal.
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Art Martinez
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Spartan Bookstore
"We Buy for More
and
Sell for Less"
FOR YOU ONLY!
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Here’s deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant,.,,astest, neatest tray to a/1day, every day protection! It’s the active deodorant for
artive men...absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,
speedily....dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
--most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 plus tax.

and

College Chop
321 S. 1st St.
A Full Line of
A-1 Topers . .
26-36
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Vitalis
Nothlag rasher for your hair than grease. Let
gLoase.
wRh V-7 keep your hair neat all day without
with

discovery Vital’s*
Naturally. V./ is the greaseless grooming
dryness, keeps your
prevents
dandrutt,
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V7. tights
it!

today. You’ll like
kir neat all day ssitliorease Try Vitalis
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DEPLOYMENT 11111

Lorna J. Olivo. business education major. and Robert A. Weers,
business and industrial management major, won the AlPha Al
,Sirat award of the San Jose State
Business Division at the division’s
Achievement Banquet Wednesday.
And, in an evening filled with
academic honors. the SJS chapter
the Society for the Advanceof
ment of Management (SAM} won
’first place in national competition
’for the Wall Street Journal
Award. The chapter %vas voted the
most outstanding organization out
Of 1140 in the United States.
David Hahura was presented
with a year’s subscription to the
Vall Street Journal, and Reed
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All recreatkm minors are urged
to attend one of two meetings to
be held tomorrow in F0104 to preregister for fall semester recreation classes.
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MERCHANDISE

Jones won a wristwatch.
More than 500 persons attende,l
the ceremonies. according to Dean
Milburn Wright. head of the Business Division. Cu-chairmen Joseph
Herlihy. assistant professor of business. and Dr. James Thompson, associate professor of business, directed the program, a highlight of
the Business Division’s recognition
awards.
Winners of the National Office
Association award
Management
were Steven K. Gibbs. Peter A.
Jacobi. and Stephen G. Chial.

Dr. Medinnus State College Faculties
To Translate Organize First Senate
Russ Research

of , ate of the state college system.
Thirty -el ;tit rein .sr.nt,,t
Organized at the iequest nsf
’ie combined faisiltiis of the Calt1
domia State Colleges ciimenedi Chancellor Glenn S. Durnice and
full approval of the Roar,1
A "challenge" is the way Dr! at Inglewood last week to form0 with the
’
state-wide Academic Sen- of Trustees, the new senate will
!Gene R. Medinnus, assistant pi,- ’he first
help the chancellor to shape aca.
lessor of psychology, described
,temic policy for the 17 colleges in
Soassignment given him by the
the system.
The initial session was devoted
cial Science Research Council to
-C,orns. l’ight in. sit right down’ to organization, procedure and seattend the Monterey Army LanJim Spar- lection of officers and committers
guage School from July 8 to Au- is the cry made today by
ling. ASB personnel offices-, as in- men. The first regular business
gust 16.
positions open. meeting will be held in the fall.
One of twelve developmental terviews for several
Dr. Leonard Mathy. professor of
Today’s interviews and times .
psychologists selected nationally.
!economics at Los Angeles State
Annette Bourdet won the Sec- Dr. Medinnus will take part in the are: Rally Committee members,
offi- College, was chosen chairman of
retarial Administration Award.
intensive program to develop a 12-2 p.m.; ASH information
senate. Named vice chairman
Leo W. Chiantelli and Miss basic skill in the Russian language. cer. 3-5 p.m.; orientation director, the
was Dr. John Linnell, associate
p.m.
3-5
to
is
Olivo tied for the Business Eduprogram
the
of
Purpose
Interviews slated for tomorrow professor of philosophy at Sacracation Award.
train persons as tianslators of
and Dr. Orresearch. are: Inter-Cultural Steering Com- mento State College.
The Real Estate and Insurance Soviet
developmental
Ramsey, associate pro.
Award was given to Patrick Kelly "Quite a lot of developmental re- mittee chairman, 1-3 p.m; Student rington C.
English at Orange State
in the life insurance category. search information comes out of Activities Board members, 3-5 lessor of
Fullerton, was elected secRussell Mayfield. for property and the Soviet Union with very few p.m.; Election Board chairman and College,
retary.
Scott translators to rewrite the informa- :members, 7-9 p.m.
and
insurance,
casualty
San Jose State was represented
Applications, available at the
Rathsam, real estate insurance.
tion,’ said Dr. Medinnus.
by Dr. Dean R. Cresap, professor
"Russia has a well coordinated I College Union, are due prim to the
James Webb won the Industrial j
at the College of political science; Dr. James P.
Relations and Personnel Manage- program of translation and there interview sessions
Heath. professor of biology; agv,
is some concern that the United Union.
ment Award.
According to Sparling. all posi- Dr. William R. Rogers, professor
The accountaig presentation w.e. States ha.s an inadequate translaof elementary education.
tions require a 2.25 GPA.
non proerarn." he said.
to Max Meyer.

Sparling Holds
ASB Interviews
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WINNER’S CIRCLE
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Sales this issue went well. alethaeotil:gh not as well as the spring
issue, which sold out, according
to Chris Headings, editor.
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BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office. J207, San
Jose State College. Son Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
Check a
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Coming next fall ... a new IA GRAND PRIX 50 for 1963-641
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